Turning Technologies
Clicker Lending Library
Clickers for STLHE 2014 Presenters
As a presenter at STLHE 2014, we encourage you to make use of our on-site Clicker
Lending Library (at no cost) to truly interact with and engage your audience.





Ask questions.
Determine the demographics of who is in your audience – in real time.
Gauge baseline knowledge.
Reinforce the focus of your presentation with targeted questions, statistics,
comparisons.

Turning Technologies Canada Inc. is proud to sponsor the upcoming 2014 STLHE Conference. Our
team will be on-site for this event, in support of Dr. Eric Mazur’s interactive presentation and as a longtime supporter of STLHE events across Canada. Turning Technologies creates leading audience
response and data collection systems proven to enhance meetings, trainings and events.
What are clickers?
Clickers are response technology that allows speakers to ask questions and receive real-time participant
feedback. TurningPoint polling software natively integrates with PowerPoint® presentations, polls with
any application using a floating toolbar and offers self-paced polling that:









instantly displays results to produce detailed reports;
tracks audience data or polls anonymously to gather honest feedback;
collects valuable information and creates interactive environments;
engages participants and immediately assesses understanding;
generates reports with customizable views and exports into several formats;
includes remote meetings, web-response options and multi-site polling;
transforms presentations into exciting, collaborative experiences that involve audiences;
sparks additional dialogue and allows all participants to vote and be heard.

What if I HAVE used
Clickers before?

I have NOT used Clickers before?

If you’ve used this
technology before, a brief

If you have not used Clickers, we encourage you to participate in a brief
demo in webinar format. This will give you the opportunity to familiarize
yourself with the dynamic features of TurningPoint that might be of value
to you – how to create an interactive PowerPoint slide, asking
meaningful questions, asking effective multiple choice questions,
building demographic questions into your presentation, using gaming
and competition features, etc.

telephone conversation will
get you up and running with
the latest version of
TurningPoint.

How do I arrange to use Clickers in my session?
Please contact Kimberly Rowntree at krowntree@TurningTechnologies.ca or
1.888.522.8689 x 203 by FRIDAY, JUNE 13, 2014 to make arrangements.
Where do I pick them up?
Once you have made arrangements to use the Clickers with Turning Technologies in
advance, you can go to their booth at STLHE 2014 in Student Street (the main foyer) and
sign them out for your session. Please return them immediately after your workshop.

Call or write today. Let’s interact and engage at the STLHE conference!

